
 
April 14, 2010 

To: 

International Burmese democratic forces and friends of Burma who would love to see 

Burma as a free democratic country. 

 

Subject: Invitation of International Burma Democratic Conference for Abolishing      

Military Dictatorship. 

 

1. International Burma Democratic Conference for Abolishing Military Dictatorship 

will be held in Buffalo, New York, United Sates of America on May 22-23, 2010. 

2. The conference will be held for following aims and objectives: 

a) To lay out common strategies collectively by the democratic forces inside Burma 

and abroad for fighting against a sham 2010 Election based on an undemocratic 

2008 Constitution. 

b) To discuss intensively and draw effective strategies and policies by finding 

common grounds and reaching agreements to fight against the military 

dictatorship. 

c) To promote democracy and equal rights and self determination for all ethnic 

nationalities, to establish a federated state and to progress national reconciliation 

process. 

d) To prepare collectively for establishing a solid functional foundation reflecting 

national characteristics. 

e) To strengthen and adhere to accomplish six political objectives adopted by the 

Strategic Conference of the Burma Democratic Forces to Abolish Military 

Dictatorship held on July 3 - 4, 2009. 

f) To promote and shape up the emergence of capable leadership and a collective 

leading core group to fulfill political objectives and policies adopted at the 

upcoming conference. 

3. We are committed to call this conference for above aims and objectives and you 

are cordially invited to participate and contribute your leadership for the sake of 

the citizen of Burma who are suffering under military dictatorship almost a half 

century.  

 

Conference Invitation Sub-Committee 

Htun Aung Gyaw (607) 339-6054  hagyaw@gmail.com 

Ko Ko Lay  (415) 203-0541 kokophoto@yahoo.com 

Ye Htut  (347) 226-0572 yehtut@yahoo.com 

Khun Htun Tauk (301) 706-1591 hkuntheinhtoon@gmail.com 

Soe Moe  (518) 522-8253 soemoe62@yahoo.com 

Dr. Khin Sein  (919) 730-7956 drk_sein@yahoo.com 

Min Naing  (716) 715-3329 pago8888@gmail.com 

Ko Sai   (510) 415-2289 sai18218@yahoo.com 

Zaw Ko Naing              (518) 772-5038 zaw_kk@yahoo.com 
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